All Media Network is a San Francisco-based digital media company offering web and mobile tools
that enable consumers to discover and share the best in online entertainment content. With
comprehensive properties dedicated to news, reviews and insights into television, music, movies,
games, and celebrities, All Media Network has developed easy-to-use products that make it simpler
for fans to find and enjoy the content they love amid all the marketplace noise.
With dedicated websites, original editorial content, mobile applications and news, All Media Network’s
products allow consumers to manage and consume their entertainment content anytime, anywhere.
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SideReel helps users find, track and watch shows online. SideReel's content library includes
popular network and cable TV shows, movies, and hundreds of Web TV series, in addition to
reviews, recommendations and editorial commentary. If it's online, it's on SideReel.
AllMusic is the ultimate destination to explore and discover more about your favorite albums,
musicians, bands and musical styles. Offering in-depth information and reviews, ratings and
picks of recommended albums and songs, staff picks curated by our editors, album
recommendations tailored to your personal taste, and sound samples and streaming links,
AllMusic is the ultimate online music resource.
AllGame is a dedicated site for gaming-related news, tips, releases, cheats and finds for all
console and handheld games released in the United States, as well as many arcade and PC
games.
AllMovie is a comprehensive and in-depth resource for finding out more about fan favorite
movies, actors and filmmakers. The site lets users explore and discover all kinds of cool info
about movies including tracking new releases, browsing filmographies, rating your favorite
films and the latest editorial commentary on films, stars and the movie business.
Celebified is an all celebrity, all-the-time news source. With original video content, ranging
from TV news and reviews to celebrity interviews to red carpet coverage, Celebified offers a
news stream for consumers or can be customized as a real-time feed for online news outlets.

All Media Network connects consumers with the best music, movies, TV, celebrity news and games
online through their proprietary discovery and fulfillment products: SideReel, AllMusic, Celebified,
AllGame and AllMovie. With over 17 million monthly average uniques and 118 million monthly page
views across the five web sites and mobile applications, All Media Network provides the most
comprehensive and pervasive consumer entertainment discovery tools available anywhere. Learn
more at http://www.allmedianetwork.com.
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